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3. PREFACE 

Thank you for purchasing the DS016 docking station. 

The DS016 gives you the ability to monitor an RX014 FM Stereo RDS/RBDS/RDS2 receiver 

remotely, via an internet connection. 

The RX014 no longer needs to be plugged into a PC to work; the DS016 replaces the 

expensive and bulky PC and can connect to the internet via an Ethernet cable or using its 

internal Wi-Fi. Once configured, the DS016 runs autonomously and recovers automatically 

from power or internet failures, thus providing you a highly reliable TCP/IP interface to the 

internet. 

As with all MacBe products, the DS016 can be used right out of the box, as all necessary 

cables to configure and connect the unit are provided, as well as a noise free, transformer 

style power adapter. 

The included memory stick contains an easy to use configuration program to set up the 

DS016 for your data network. 

As always, updates and new program versions are free for products developed and 

manufactured by MacBe bv. 

This manual refers to firmware and GUI versions 1.0 and later.  

I hope you will enjoy using your DS016 together with the RX014 as much as I did 

designing them. 

 

 

 

 

 Joop Beunders         

 MacBe bv NL   

           www.MacBe.nl 

           www.RX014.com  

http://www.macbe.nl/
http://www.rx014.com/
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4. ABBREVIATIONS 

  

Abbreviation Meaning 

AES Advanced Encryption Standard 

AP 

Access Point: Other devices connect to the DS016 directly 

without using your local network (this is the DS016 server 

mode). 

DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 

GUI Graphical User Interface ( = the Control Program) 

IP Internet Protocol 

ISP Internet Service Provider 

OS Operating System 

PSK Pre-Shared Key 

STA 
STAtion mode: The DS016 connects to your local network and 

other devices connect to the DS016 through your local network. 

SSID Service Set IDentifier: usually the name of  a network 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol 

TKIP Temporal Key Integrity Protocol 

WPA Wi-Fi Protected Access 
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5. DOCUMENT PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

This document explains the configuration program in detail. Once configured, the DS016 is 

fully autonomous and does not require any user interaction. 

This configuration program only needs to be used once and configures the DS016 to 

connect to your network via Wi-Fi or via Ethernet cable. Should your network change 

(different internet service provider, new router with different addresses, and so on) simply 

rerun the configuration program to make and save your changes to your DS016. 

The configuration program can also be used to upgrade the DS016 when a new firmware 

version becomes available. 

 

6. PROGRAMMER ’S INFORMATION 

To communicate, the DS016 uses the well-known TCP/IP protocol. The structure of the 

data being exchanged can be found in the RX014 API document, included with the RX014. 

The DS016-RX014 communication link is based on a serial RS-232 connection., and the 

DS016 does not add additional data to the RX014 protocol, so there is no data “overhead”. 

 

7. INSTALLATION 

Before starting, please check the contents of the DS016 package. On the box is a listing of  

everything that comes with your DS016 package. If your package is not complete, please 

let me know immediately via email to info@RX014.com 

The actual installation is simple and straightforward.  

Do not connect your RX014 to the DS016 yet. 

1) Before using the DS016, connect the supplied Wi-Fi antenna to the DS016 antenna 

connector.  

2) Plug the power adapter into an AC mains socket and connect the adapter to the DS016. 

3) Using the supplied A-to-B USB cable, plug the “B” end into the DS016’s USB port 

marked “PC” and plug the “A” end into a open USB port on a Microsoft® Windows® PC. 

4) Windows will recognize the new device and will try to install the appropriate driver from 

the Windows update site. This may take several minutes. The DS016 Data LED will light 

up red when the device is ready to communicate to the PC. 

In the rare event your Windows PC cannot find the correct driver, go to the “x:\Driver” (“x” 

is the drive letter for the USB stick) folder on the supplied USB stick and follow the 

instructions found in the “readme.txt” file. Alternatively, browse to the link below: 

mailto:info@RX014.com?subject=Incomplete%20RX014%20box%20contents
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https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/how-to-install-ftdi-drivers/windows---in-depth 

Once the driver is installed properly, you’ll find a new USB Serial Port listed in the 

Windows Device Manager under the Ports (COM & LPT) section. Figure 1. DS016 driver as 

reported by windows device managershows a screen shot of the Windows device manager 

but your COM port number may be different than the one shown here.  
Note your COM port number, as you will need to refer to it later in the installation. 

FIGURE 1. DS016 DRIVER AS REPORTED BY WINDOWS DEVICE MANAGER 

 

5) Plug the supplied memory stick into an open USB port on your Microsoft® Windows® 

PC. The memory stick contains the DS016 setup application, hjich will install the 

configuration program which is used the first time you configure your DS016, and when 

you need to reconfigure the DS016 in the future. 

6) Locate the “DS016_Setup.exe” 

program, and run it to install the 

configuration software on your PC. The 

setup program will suggest an 

installation directory on your computer 

and offer you the defaults shown at left. 

Click OK to use the recommend defaults 

immediately (or change the defaults as 

you desire and then click OK).  

https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/how-to-install-ftdi-drivers/windows---in-depth
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8. GUI SETUP OVERVIEW 

When you run the DS016 Configuration Tool for the first time, the main window of the 

Control Program will appear and will look like Figure 2. DS016 GUI first-time start up 

window. 

 FIGURE 2. DS016 GUI FIRST-TIME START UP WINDOW.                            

 

First, select the proper COM port from the drop down box labelled “Serial port”.  

When the application connects to the DS016 the Serial port drop down box will turn green. 

The GUI will look similar to Figure 3. DS016 properly connected to PC and ready for 

configuration. (your COM port number may be different than shown here).  
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FIGURE 3. DS016 PROPERLY CONNECTED TO PC AND READY FOR CONFIGURATION. 

 

 

Please read all information shown in the GUI, as it tells you exactly what to do for a 

proper and full setup of the DS016.  

The three-button “tab” selector chooses which interface, 

Wi-Fi or Ethernet, of the DS016 is about to be 

configured. You can pre-configure both the Wi-Fi and Ethernet interfaces, but the 

interface that is selected is the one that will be updated when you click the “Write settings 

to device” button. 

The Firmware button guides you through a DS016 firmware update. 

 

When you exit the program, you will be asked if you want to save the settings. Answering 

YES means the location of the GUI on the screen and the COM port selection are stored 
on your PC for the next time you start the program, so you do not need to enter the COM 

port again.  

Note that if you do not press “Write settings to device” prior to exiting the 

GUI, they will not be saved on the DS016.   
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8.1. WI-FI SETUP 

Initially all controls on the left side of the window will be disabled, apart from the three-

button page (“tab”) selector. Make sure the Wi-Fi page is selected and the RX014 is not 

connected to the DS016. and then click the “Enter command mode” button (The 

Command mode button is left of the Serial port drop down box, and will change to green 

when the DS016 has entered the command mode, this may take a few moments). 

The GUI will now look like Figure 4.  wi-fi configuration tab Showing STA Options. and the 

controls on the left are all enabled: 

FIGURE 4.  WI-FI CONFIGURATION TAB SHOWING STA OPTIONS. 

 

Next, you must select either Station (STA) mode or Access Point (AP) 

mode.  

 

 In STA mode the DS016 will connect to your local network and all PCs which are 

directly or remotely connected to this same network can connect to the DS016. This 

is the preferred, and default, mode. 

Note that you must be within Wi-Fi range of your local network to use this mode. 

STA Mode configuration is described in Section 8.1.1. 

 

 In AP mode the DS016 will act like a DHCP server on Wi-Fi, and PCs can connect 

to the DS016 directly without using your local network. This mode allows multiple 

users to have simultaneous client access to the RX014, without needing to connect 

to your local network. Note that only users within the Wi-Fi range of the DS016 can 

connect to the DS016. 

AP Mode configuration is described in Section 8.1.2. 
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8.1.1. WI-FI STATION (STA) MODE 

IF YOU KNOW THE NAME OF YOUR NETWORK, ENTER THIS NAME IN THE SSID FIELD. IF YOU DO NOT 

KNOW THE NAME, PRESS THE “FIND” BUTTON  TO SEE A LIST OF NETWORKS THAT ARE IN RANGE, 

LIKE THE EXAMPLE SHOWN IN FIGURE 5. DISCOVERING THE NEARBY NETWORKS 

 

FIGURE 5. DISCOVERING THE NEARBY NETWORKS 
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After making your choice, press this selection and the SSID from the list will appear in the 

SSID field. If your local network uses Authentication, this parameter will be displayed as 

well. The Authentication setting on the left should, of course, match the setting of your 

local network. If there is some kind of Encryption in your network, you also need to enter 

your password / key code. 

Most networks will use a DHCP server to assign the IP addresses of all clients. If you want 

to use this mode, select the “Automatic” position of the IP address selector.  

 

If you chose the STA mode, you may optionally choose “Static” to manually 

enter the IP address, Subnet and Gateway. 

If you chose to use the AP mode, this selector is disabled and you must manually enter 

the IP address and Subnet yourself. 

Finally, you must enter a “Port number”. This number, together with the IP address makes 

the DS016 fully unique on your local network. The number you enter is entirely up to you 

and should be a number between 2000 and 65535 (numbers below 2000 are reserved for 

privileged services and may be used by your Internet Service Provider). 

When done, press the “Write settings to Device” button  to save the data to 

the DS016. All Wi-Fi settings (and several default settings) will be written to the DS016. 

You can follow the process on the right side of the window. 

Please ensure that no errors occur during the save process. After all settings have been 

written, the DS016 is automatically disconnected and the GUI exits the Command mode. 

If errors (“ERR”) are shown on the right side of the window, enter command mode again, 

correct any errors and save the settings again to the DS016. After a while, the BLUE LED 

on the DS016 should light up as an indication the DS016 is properly connected to your 

network. 

Enter command mode again and press the “Read settings from device” button to see the 

assigned IP address, subnet and gateway as shown in Figure 6. Reading the wi-fi settings 

from the device.. 
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FIGURE 6. READING THE WI-FI SETTINGS FROM THE DEVICE. 

 

This completes the setup for the Wi-Fi part of the DS016 in STA mode.  
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8.1.2. WI-FI ACCESS POINT (AP) MODE 

 

Figure 7. configuring the ds016 for Access point mode. shows the options to configure the 

DS016 in Access Point (AP) mode. 

FIGURE 7. CONFIGURING THE DS016 FOR ACCESS POINT MODE. 

 

In this mode you can connect directly to the DS016 without using your local network. The 

DS016 becomes a DHCP Wi-Fi server for multiple clients. You may set all parameters to 
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whatever suits your needs, making sure you do not create any conflicts with other 

networks within range. 

 

In AP mode, the value entered in the IP address text box will set the DHCP server’s router 

address. For example, in Figure 7. configuring the ds016 for Access point mode. the IP 

address is 110.120.130.1. Wi-Fi clients connecting to this DS016 will be assigned an 

address in the 110.120.130.nn  address range, and each client will see that the “router” 

address for this connection is 110.120.130.1 

If the IP address box is empty or has an out of range address, the DS016 “router” address 

will default to 255.255.255.0.  

When you are finished with the configuration, click the “Write settings to device” button to 

save the data to the DS016. All Wi-Fi settings (and several default settings) will be written 

to the DS016. You can follow the saving process on the right side of the window. 

Please ensure that no errors occur during the save process. After all settings have been 

written, the DS016 is automatically disconnected and the GUI exits the Command mode. 

If errors are shown, enter command mode again, correct any errors and save the settings 

again to the DS016.  

On the user side, you must connect your Windows laptop to this network.  

Unplug the USB cable and plug in the RX014. You can use the latest RX014 GUI to 

connect to your RX014 via the DS016.  
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8.2. ETHERNET SETUP 

To setup the DS016 to use an Ethernet connection to your network, plug one end of the 

supplied Ethernet cable into the DS016 Ethernet jack and plug the other end into your 

network router/switch. 

Using the supplied A-to-B USB cable, connect the DS016 to your Windows PC and plug in 

your RX014.  The RX014 must be plugged into the DS016 configure the Ethernet settings. 

Connect the DS016 to its power adapter and plug the adapter into the AC Mains. 

Start the DS016 Configuration Tool program and select the Ethernet tab. 

FIGURE 8. CONFIGURING ETHERNET SETTINGS. 

 

Read the instructions and press the “Enter command mode” button. All controls on the left 

side of the window will now be enabled. 

If you want to use the DHCP server from your local network, all you need to do is enter a 

port number. This number, together with the IP address makes the DS016 fully unique on 

your local network. The number you enter is entirely up to you and should be a number 

between 2000 and 65535 (numbers below 2000 are reserved for privileged services and 

may be used by your Internet Service Provider). 

When done, click the “Write settings to Device” button  to save the data to 

the DS016. All Ethernet settings (and several default settings) will be written to the DS016. 

You can follow the process on the right side of the window. 

Please ensure that no errors occur during the save process. After all settings have been 

written, the DS016 is automatically disconnected and the GUI exits the Command mode. 

When you now enter command mode again and press the “Read settings from device”, 

you will see the IP address that is assigned to the DS016 by your DHCP server. 

When successfully connected to your network the Ethernet LED color will turn on. 
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FIGURE 9. READING THE ETHERNET SETTINGS FROM THE DEVICE. 

 

Of course you may choose to manually enter the IP address, subnet and Gateway; set the 

“IP address” selector in the “Static” position and enter the required IP address, subnet and 

Gateway. 

 

This completes the Ethernet cable setup of your DS016. 

 

Note: 

In Ethernet mode the DS016 will always work in Station (STA) mode. 
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9. FIRMWARE UPGRADE 

When a new firmware version becomes available, it will be announced on the RX014 web-

site: www.RX014.com.  

Download the new firmware binary file to the same folder where the configuration 

program is stored. 

Unplug the DS016 power supply. 

Using both supplied USB cables (A-to-B and A-to-A USB cables) connect the cables from 

DS016 to two USB ports on your Windows PC, making sure the DS016 is not 

powered. 

Start the Config_DS016 program and after selecting the COM port to which the DS016 is 

connected, select the “Firmware” tab. Immediately you will get a file selector window 

where you should select the file containing the new firmware. 

After selecting the file you will get the window shown in Figure 10. preparing for a 

firmware upgrade. 

FIGURE 10. PREPARING FOR A FIRMWARE UPGRADE.  

 

Follow the instructions closely. 

Start by pressing the “Enable bootloader” button, followed by pressing the “Reset 

controller” button. 

You will now get a warning window which you should read very carefully and follow the 

instructions exactly. 

Failing to do so may result in a non-functioning DS016 ! 

http://www.rx014.com/
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FIGURE 11. ENSURE THE WINDOWS DRIVER IS INSTALLED BEFORE UPGRADE. 

 

After the wait period press the OK button  and you will get the window shown 

in Figure 12. ready for firmware upgrade. 

FIGURE 12. READY FOR FIRMWARE UPGRADE. 
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When you are sure you waited long enough, press the FLASH button to start the upgrade 

process. At the bottom of the left part of the window you will see a progress bar, showing 

the status of the upgrade. The right side of the window displays a description of the 

activity. 

FIGURE 13. FIRMWARE UPGRADE IN PROGRESS. 

 

When done, remove and store both USB cables, insert the RX014 and apply power to the 

DS016 

The DS016 is now running the upgraded firmware. 

 

10. INDICATORS 

You will find 4 LEDs on the DS016. These are used as visual feedback to the user to 

indicate the various states of the DS016.  

At startup a particular sequence is shown, which you may ignore unless you experience 

difficulties. In that case when you contact me, I may ask for more information. 

Power (Orange): This LED will light up as soon as power is applied to the DS016 

Data (Red): This LED will light up when the RX014 is attached and found by the firmware. 

When data is received from the RX014 the LED will blink 

Ethernet (White): This LED will light up when a valid Ethernet cable connection is 

established and will blink when data is being exchanged between DS016 and remotely 

running RX014 GUI 

Wi-Fi (Blue): When power is applied to the DS016 this LED will also light up, but will 

switch off after some time. The DS016 is then attempting to get connected to your 
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network via Wi-Fi. When a valid connection is made, this LED will be turned on and start 

blinking when data is being exchanged between DS016 and remotely running RX014 GUI.  

11. HOW TO USE THE RX014 REMOTELY 

Start the RX014 program and immediately you will get a warning window stating no 

hardware is found and you are prompted to enter Demo mode. Answer NO to this 

question. 

Next select the RDS button on the main window as shown in Figure 14. The RX014 RDS 

Button 

FIGURE 14. THE RX014 RDS BUTTON 

 

On the RDS window select the System page and from there, press the Remote control 

button, circled in Figure 15. RX014 Remote control button  
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FIGURE 15. RX014 REMOTE CONTROL BUTTON 

. 

 

After pressing the Remote control button, a Remote configuration window will appear as 

shown in Figure 16. RX014 Remote Configuration Window 

FIGURE 16. RX014 REMOTE CONFIGURATION WINDOW 

 

The “External IP” field  is the IP address of your modem/router for the outside world. 

Quite often ISPs are using dynamic addressing so this address might change from time to 

time. “This computer” field shows the IP address which has been assigned to your PC by 

the DHCP server in your own network. If your PC has multiple Ethernet adapters, you 

need to select the correct one which will take you to the remotely installed DS016. 
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If your DS016 and the PC, where the RX014 GUI is running, are in the same network 

segment (for instance both at your home: DS016 in the barn and the RX014 in the study), 

you can press the Find button to automatically retrieve the IP address of your 

DS016. If the DS016 is at a remote, far away location, you need to neter the IP address of  

the remote location manually. When both Port number and  IP address are correctly 

entered you can activate the remote connection by checking the “Connect” checkbox. 

When the connection has been established, the indicator on the System will turn green 

and the Communication indicator on the right will show: DS016 as shown in Figure 17. 

RX014 Remotely Connected to a DS016 

FIGURE 17. RX014 REMOTELY CONNECTED TO A DS016 

 

The DS016 is now properly connected; you may close the Remote configuration window 

and enjoy using the RX014 from a distant location. 
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11.1 PORT FORWARDING 

A DS016 can be uniquely identified by its IP address and Port number. This is true as long 

as the controlling PC and DS016 are on the same network segment. When the DS016 is at 

a remote, far away, location (for instance in another city or at your home address), the IP 

address will be the IP address of the modem/router at that location. To ensure the 

controlling PC and the DS016 will communicate properly, a simple setting needs to be 

made in the modem/router at the location of the DS016. This modification is called “Port 

Forwarding”. 

In this setting the IP address of the DS016 and its Port number needs to be entered in 

forwarding table. By doing this, each packet containing the Port number of the DS016 will 

be forwarded to the IP address of the DS016. 

Please check the documentation of the modem/router or contact your IT support to make 

this adjustment. 

12. ADDITIONAL 

The GUI for the DS016 is constantly updated, either because bugs are found (I am only 

human) and because I am continually improving my products. Customer requests for 

additional features are welcomed. 

As usual, all updates are free for the DS016 purchasers, and can always be freely 

downloaded from the download page of the site www.RX014.com 

 

Should you have remarks | complaints | suggestions, please do write to me at the 

dedicated e-mail: 

info@RX014.com 

 

 

I hope you enjoy using the DS016, and I look forward to hearing from you. 

 

 

file:///C:/Users/Joop/AppData/Local/Temp/www.RX014.com
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